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A :meeting of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve

8Y8ten with the Federal Advisory Council was held in Washington on

TueedeY, June 6, 1939, at 10:15 a.m.

PRESENT: Mr. Ransom, Vice Chairman
Mr. Szymczak
Mr. McKee
Mr. Davis
Mr. Draper

Mr. Morrill, Secretary
Mr. Bethea, Assistant Secretary
Mr. Carpenter, Assistant Secretary
Mr. Clayton, Assistant to the Chairman
Mr. Thurston, Special Assistant to the

Chairman
Mr. Wyatt, General Counsel
Mr. &lead, Chief of the Division of hank

Operations
Mr. Goldenweiser, Director of the Division

of Research and Statistics
Mr. Perry, Chief of the Division of Security

Loans
Mr. Dreibelbis, Assistant General Counsel
Mr. Leonard, Assistant Chief of the Division

of Examinations

Messrs. Thomas M. Steele, Leon Fraser, Howard
A. Loeb, T. J. Davis, Edward Ball, Edward
E. Brown, Walter 11,. Smith, John Crosby,
John Evans, R. E. Harding and Paul S. Lick,
Members of the Federal Advisory Council
representing the First, Second, Third,
Fourth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth,
Tenth, Eleventh and Twelfth Federal Re-
serve Districts.

Mr. Walter Lichtenstein, Secretary of the
Federal Advisory Council

Vir. Ransom stated that Chairman Eccles had received a call to
the
'Lite House and had requested that he be excused from attending

this 
meetirw.
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Mr. Lichtenstein read the following letter which had been ap-

Pr"ed by the Council at its separate meeting this morning and addressed

to the Board of Governors under date of June 6, 1939:

"In a letter addressed to the Secretary of the
Council by Mr. Bethea, for the Board of Governors, on
March 31, 1939, it was suggested that the Council expand
its answer submitted to the Board on February 14 last
to certain specific questions which had been propounded
to the Council for consideration at the February meet-
ing. These questions all had to do with certain admin-
istrative and practical functions of the System, grouped
generally under the several headings: (1) Check Collec-
tion System, (2) Examination, (3) Reserve Requirements,
and (4) Report Requirements. All these topics had developed
out of prior reports and statements made from time to
time by the Council to the Board as the result of the
topic originally submitted by the Board in December 1937
entitled: 'How can the Federal Reserve System increase
the value or scope of its services to member banks in
Practicable or desirable ways?'

"'Upon the submission of this question, the Council
at once undertook what it believed to be a reasonably
comprehensive survey of the opinions and suggestions of
member banks throughout the country. Although, for rea-
sons not now important, no data was obtained from some
Of the districts and the surveys in some districts were
much more satisfactory than in others, the Council did
sUcceed in obtaining the confidential opinions of a large
number of banks which it felt were extremely valuable and
Probably fairly representative of a cross section of na-
tion-wide views upon this important and interesting ques-
tion. These various replies were carefully tabulated and
digested, and were presented to the Board on May 17, 1938,
but without opinion of the Council as to the soundness or
Unsoundness of the varied and sometimes conflicting points
O f view which were expounded.

"Thereafter, on August 3, 1938, the Board asked the
Council for a statement of its own views in regard to the
Problens discussed by the various banks which had sent in
replies. In the effort to comply with the request, the
Council made a careful re-examination of the material
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"which had been submitted, selected what seemed to it to
be the more important of the problems and, after prolonged
discussion, agreed upon a reply which was submitted to
the Board on November 29, 1938.

"Subsequently, on January 3, 1939, the Board, through
its secretary, submitted a request that the Council answer
certain specific questions placed before it, giving its
°wIl views upon each of the several matters. The Council
responded by another full discussion during which it made
every possible effort to agree upon answers which repre-
sented the unanimous views of the Council's membership,
but as the questions were all, or nearly all, questions
Of administrative policy or mechanical procedure, it en-
deavored to make its answers brief and concise. In de-
veloPing these answers it became obvious that many different
Points of view are held as to the reasoning upon which
the several conclusions ere reached. It is believed that
this is inevitable in any gathering of representatives of
hanks from different sections of the country where different
conditions and customs prevail, where banks of different
size and types prevail, and where competitive conditions
vary widely. Therefore, it was impossible for the Council
to agree unanimously upon identical reasons for its con-
clusions upon a number of the answers submitted and it is
not believed that further deliberation will result in any
greater agreement as to reasons, even though the Council
had no difficulty in unanimously agreeing upon its con-
clusions.

"It is therefore, respectfully requested that the
Board excuse the Council from further consideration of
this topic as a whole, although it will now, or at any
tirne, gladly undertake to consider and reach conclusions
11130h sinide and specific questions upon any topics which
the Board may desire to place before it."

In connection with the above matter Mr. McKee inquired as to
the b .

Ilsis for one of the answers of the Council that as much discretion
atld a

uthority should be given to the examining departments of the twelve
Pede

Reserve banks as is given by the office of the Comptroller of
the

ClIrrency to its chief national bank examiners. President Smith re-

that the suggestion had came to the Council in the comments
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l'eceived from banks. Mr. McKee then said that he would like very much

to be 
advised as to what could be done farther to decentralize examine-

ti°11 Procedure in the Federal Reserve System and for the information of

tile Council pointed out that practically all letters with respect to

Matters
in connection with examination reports of national banks are

written in the office of the Comptroller of the Currency in Washington

thet
representatives of national banks frequently find it necessary

to Come to Washington to discuss matters with the Comptroller of the

etirrelleY1 whereas letters in connection with reports of examination of

State member banks are written at the Federal Reserve banks and when-

"'er State member banks wish to discuss matters with the representatives

t the Federal Reserve System they almost without exception take such

14tters 11P with the officers of the Federal Reserve bank of their dis-

trict.

Mr. Ransom suggested that Mr. Lichtenstein review the letters

l'eceived by the Council from banks and advise the Board by letter of

the nUmber of banks which felt that the examining departments of the

?ed.—
'-rel Reserve banks did not have as much discretion in connection

Witil examination matters as do chief national bank examiners and the

re"cme given by the banks for this opinion.

Mr. Lichtenstein then read the following statement approved

bY the 
Council at its separate meeting this morning:

"At the meeting of the Federal Advisory Council
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"with the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve Sys-
held on February 14, 1939, the Council submitted a

resolution expressing the opinion that many of the funda-
mental effects of the continuing 'cheap money' policy
have not been fully appreciated and recommending that the
Board conduct a study of the long range consequences of
this policy upon the accumulation and investment of the
savings of the people, end upon the financial structure
Of the country, with especial reference to its effects
uPon the maintenance of a sound banking system.

"At that meeting some members of the Board informal-
1Y expressed regret that the Council had not made its
recommendation more concrete. Other members expressed
doubts whether any such special study as recommended
would add to the knowledge already possessed and con-
stantly being acquired through the medium of current
studies now being made not only by the Board but by other
official bodies. In a letter from the Assistant Secre-
tarY of the Board to the Secretary of the Council dated
March 31, 1939, the latter view was formally expressed
and the Council interprets this letter as meaning that
the special study recommended is not to be undertaken.

"In this situation, and in view of what the Council
believes to be the dangerous condition toward which the
country appears to be moving, the Council conceives it
to be its duty to place formally upon the record its
general opinion concerning the results of the 'easy
111(Iner policy to date and some of the probable results
°f its further continuance.
. "The so-called 'easy money' policy has been followed
'ice 1929 upon the theory, as the Council understands
it) that 'easy money' would act as a stimulant to business
and that it would cause business to borrow and impel banks
to. lend. It has done neither; but it has done and is
doing undeniable economic injury to the whole savings
class of the American people.

"The Council believes that the 'easy money' policy,
through its failure to bring to the banks normal rates
°n their loans end investments, is tending to weaken the
caPital position of banks and is encouraging an essen-
tially unhealthy position of the bond portfolios of the

'ankine system through its inducement toward lengthened
tlaturities at progressively lower rates.

"In addition the Council believes that the operation
Of the 'easy money' policy, by lessening the current cost
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"of Government financing, has made the people, and even
Congress itself, indifferent to the steadily mounting
government debt and is tending to create illusions as to
the eventual burden of carrying a constantly increasing
debt.

"It has became evident during the past two or three
Years that the cumulative effect of the policy in ques-
tion is profoundly and adversely affecting that large group
of industrious and thrifty persons who are, by virtue of
their character and habits, the backbone of the country's
social and economic structure. Steadily they have seen
the returns on their accumulated savings decrease as sav-
ings institutions, faced with constantly diminishing
earnings, have been forced, step by step, to decrease
the rate of interest paid on savings deposits. Steadily,
Year by year, they are meeting increased discouragRiment
in their attempts, through the purchase of life insurance,
to provide for their own old age and for the protection
of their families, as the cost of insurance slowly mounts

as the dividends payable on policies steadily dim-
inish. Schools, colleges, churches, hospitals and educa-
tional and charitable institutions of all sorts see the
returns on their accumulated endowments constantly lessen-
ing, the salaries of their staff members reduced and
their promotions delayed, services to students, patients
and dependents curtailed, and more and more of the func-
tions which are normally and most efficiently performed
by private or semi-private agencies necessarily taken
over by public boards at the expense of the taxpayers
Unless essential social needs are to be neglected.

"So far as the banking system is concerned, the
Council recognizes that it is only a part, but an essential
part, of the economic structure taken as a whole. It be-
lieves, nevertheless, that the time has came to face
Squarely the fact that the entire banking system is con-
fronted with a distinct menace to the soundness of its
capital structure through the continuation of an ab-
normally 'easy money' policy. A prolongation of this
situation threatens the existence of private banking and
With it the whole system of private enterprise.

"The Council is not unmindful that the long continued
'easy money' policy has created a condition, the correc-
tion of which can only be gradually attained. But it is
now a serious problem portending critical consequences.
The Council, therefore, urges upon the Board as one of
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"the greatest single services which it can render to the
country as a whole, the modification of the policy of ex-
treme 'easy money'."

Mr. Ransom asked what policies of the Government the Council

telt we re primarily responsible for existing money market conditions.

President Smith called on Mr.. Steele to reply to Mr. Ransom's

qUestion and Mr. Steele stated that, not expecting to be called on,

he had not prepared a reply, but that he did not think in the present

satiation the Board could confine itself to the specific matters under

its jurisdiction and that in the past members of the Board had ex-

Pressed themselves on matters of important national policy. He

stated that the Board could take definite action in connection with

(1)
Pen market operations and could allow short-term securities in

thn o

°Ystem portfolio to run off, (2) changes in reserve requirements

Of Member banks and (3) exercising its influence on legislation. He

tlIgtested that the Board recommend the termination of the power of

the-rresident to further devalue the dollar. he felt that nothing

14°41d be more effective to create confidence on the part of the Public

then e t,
he of the coinage and circulation of gold end an as-

811111ce to the public that there would be no further devaluation of

the dollar, he felt that the System should use its prestige to bring

the .
se things about.

Mr. Loeb, in response to a request of President Smith, stated

thco. 
he concurred in Mr. Steele's views. Be also said that the Coun-

ell's statement was intended to suggest a change in the present trend
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rather than a substantial change upward in existing rates. He said

that the basis of the economic system was the confidence of the ele-

taents making up the system and that when confidence was lacking an

(3rth°dol: easy money policy would not work. He felt that a change in

the Present trend did not necessarily mean an increase in existing

rac'neY rates, although that Aould result in time, but that if the d1-

reeti°11 of the trend could be changed many of the necessary correc-

ti0ns Would be accomplished gradually.

When asked by President Smith for his comments, Mr. fraser

st4ted that it was generally felt, perhaps erroneously, that the

l'ederal Reserve System was lending its influence on the side of the

c°11tinuation of the abnormally easy money conditions and that any

indication on the part of the Board, however slight, that would tend

to correct that Impression would have a very important effect. He

4id that if the System should sell as much as 100,000,000 of long-

telt' securities from the System account or allow some bills to run

Off

without replacement it would have a very beneficial effect. He

rieterred to the agreement between the British Treasury, the Bank of

4e11I01, and English commercial banks that the banks will not bid

lef3s than 1/23/4 for British Treasury bills as a recognition of the

4et that the Government should not continue to borrow at the lowest

13°sible rate. He thought that the System might influence the Trea-

4rY to Withdraw the deposits maintained with commercial banks and
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hat, While while it was difficult to say how effective a policy of gold

4eterilization would be when forces beyond the control of the System

h" created the existing situation, the System could use the powers

lt 48 to reverse the present trend. He felt that this latter point

WIle of considerable importance and that it would be more effective than

"hihg else to prevent the undesirable movement toward lower rates.

In connection with Mr. Fraser's comments Mr. Ransom referred

to the action taken by the Board in 1937 in increasing reserve require-

d to the view which had been expressed in some quarters that

this action was a contributory cause of the decline in business ac-
t1-1

tY that later developed. He stated that while this was not his

0111n4
on he wanted to raise for discussion the question of whether the

BoarA
Should take action for the purpose of reversing the present move-

rilellt °I* rates at this time, when there is no indication of undue ex-

11448ich, and business conditions did not improve during the remainder

Of the Year it might again unjustifiably be held responsible for such

decline in business activity as might result from other causes.

With respect to the suggestion that desterilization of gold

be resumed, Mr. Ransom raised the question whether the System

84°111d take the position of recommending that the Treasury engage in
a rap i

-Jor central banking function and said that the existing condition

Of divided responsibility in the monetary field had led him to concur

11 the recommendation of the Board that Congress study the entire

illEtttell. He said that all of these problems raised important questions
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that he felt could be solved most effectively by a study where they

ootIld be discussed and responsibility allocated to the proper units

of Government for their solution.

Mr. Loeb said that the Board alone could not be completely ef-

fective in correcting the existing situation but should have a plan on

Which it must obtain the cooperation of other Government agencies and

that what the country needed was an indication that the collective

°Pillion of the Board had changed and that it would devote itself to

some reversal of policy.

Mr. Ransom responded by saying that it appeared that the Board

Iv" being called upon more and more to produce results by rhetoric and

114" laglat be called psychological action and that he doubted the

Wi 
Sd(In°. of any central banking agency trying to influence the monetary

"cl credit situation in that manner.

Mr. Brown stated that he felt that action by the System in

he nature of allowing a large part of the bills in the System account

to 1114 Of or the sale of $100,000,000 of bonds from the account would

be
accepted by the entire banking and financial community as an indica-

ti°11 that the Board wanted to stop the policy of extremely easy money,

til" other possible actions might be difficult to explain at this par-

ti
cillar time, that any action taken should be a very gentle action at

the beginning with a statement regarding the action, and that there

Were several actions which, while not having a marked effect on money

l'"eas would check the continued tendency of increasing prices for
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sl-lculd be returned to circulation

of G
overnment deposits would have
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V,hile he did not agree that gold

he felt the withdrawal from banks

a very powerful sentimental effect.

In connection with the latter Point it was stated that this

raatter had been discussed with the Treasury from time to time and

that 
the Treasury now has a policy of withdrawing such deposits on

l'equest,

Following a comment by Governor Davis that an increase in

111°4°Y rates might precipitate a general selling of Government securi-

ties, Mr. Loeb suggested that it would be better to have a gradual ad-

instl,exit of security prices from their present high levels than to

he 
a drastic adjustment later which might be disastrous.

Mr. McKee suggested that members of the Council express any

flu 011 that they might have with respect to allowing bills in the

Tst
account to run off and the gradual sale of bonds from the ac-

eo,(111,
wad whether the present is the proper time for such action.

.111-4aom saggested that in the discussion of Mr. McKee's question

the _
wembers of the Council bear in mind that, as long as member banks

hair

constantly increasing excess reserves resulting from gold imports,
the .

imPortant question before the System was whether there was any ac-
tion

- that it might take effectively to meet this situation. He also

Reated that before the opinions of the members of the Council were

1 Mr. Goldenweiser make a general statement with respect to the
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*Uzi 
ng of a reduction in the System open market account.

Mr. Goldenweiser stated that the prevailing excessively low

Short-time money rates were a reflection of fundamental conditions,

*Lich could not be corrected by attempts to cause some rates to be-

little firmer.

He said that the reasons for the present money market situa-

tion were (1) the country had changed from a debtor to a creditor

114ti°112 from an expanding economy to one that for the time being was

re8ting on its oars, with the result that the accumulating savings of

the People were not finding adequate outlets and were exerting a down-

w4rd Pressure on money rates; (2) private business had not functioned

eractorily and had collapsed in the early thirties, so that the

G"ertunent was under the necessity of spending a lot of money and

els"ting a vast amount of deposits through the sale of securities to

44k81 with the result that the volume of bank deposits is now the

lergest in the history of the country; and (3) because of disturbed

Ivor], a
conditions, tremendous amounts of gold had been sent to this

e°44trY and had furnished a basis for a pOssible expansion of credit

t" beyond any reasonable requirements of business. A. minor but sub-

"'el additional reason had been the silver policy. In view of

the" conditions he did not think the Federal Reserve System alone or

4 nr.
-4)Peration with the Treasury could do anything that would increase
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itl011eY rates to any material extent and that the only circumstances

tilet would bring this about would be the revival of business and in-

/estanent by the public in new and existing enterprises.

He expressed the opinion that what is commonly termed the

"eY money policy of the System has not been an active policy for five

01' siX years. The System actively pursued an easy money policy be-

ginning in 1932 in order to help the banks get out of debt and to

b11114 41) a moderate amount of excess reserves by the end of 1933, but

8140e that time the System had not pursued an active policy for the

1'8480n that conditions which developed subsequent to that time and

Ilich resulted in further ease in the market had carried the situa-

tien beyond the System's control. He said that the only important

1)(311cY actions taken by the System since 1933 were the increases in

l'esel've requirements of member banks in 1936 and 1937. At the same

tirat
the Treasury was sterilizing gold. These policies were intended

to
y4-ace the Federal Reserve System in a position to control an in-

ilill°1-18 credit expansion if one should develop. Since a substantial

lInne or excess reserves remained throughout the period, it was not

---4.cY of restraint, but a preliminary precautionary action to bring

SYstem in touch with the market. The action taken by the Board

14 
"

1 Or.
°8 to reduce reserve requirements was taken as a part of a general

14''41.all in the face of declining business activity and, in his opinion,

rull realization that the reduction did not make any particular
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difference in view of the large amount of excess reserves that had

been created.

With that background, he said, the minor things that might be

do" in the System portfolio would not bring about a condition in which

the banks would be able to lend or invest at rates that would seam

reasonable to them. Banks suffer from nostalgia for the good old

tirnaa when they were besieged by borrowers, when they could pick and

°11°"a, and could charge rates that assured good returns. Such a con-

dition will not return, he thought, until the business picture assumes

4 different complexion than it has today. He said that if the entire

SYstell Portfolio were disposed of - which was something the Council

1"Id not recommend - it would absorb only a part of existing excess

l'eservee leaving a balance of approximately $1,500,000,000, and that

Ilit4 continued gold imports it would be only a year or two before the

Iro1111116 of excess reserves would be once more at the point where it is

t°4aY, and, incidentally, the System would be deprived of its ability

t° do anything in the future to affect the situation and would have
no

s'aliroe of income with which to pay its expenses. Lack of expense

rlic)ile for the System, he said, would mean loss of all semblance of

14(le
Pelldence.

Re felt that the present was a phase in the development of
the

coantry when it was not possible by monetary action to accomplish

e°neiderable results and that the real problems lay outside of

"11114110r actions that the System might take. If that were recognized,
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lie said, and money and credit were placed in their proper perspective

14 Our thinking there would be more likelihood of a united front in

the consideration of the fundamental problems of the country.

When we think of interest rates today and what we can do about

t111141 he concluded, we are focusing our attention on things that are

85Talb°3-ic of the existing situation, that reflect it rather than cause

it and cannot be remedied independently of it.

Additional statements were then made by members of the Council

14 response to the question asked by Mr. McKee.

Mr. T. J. Davis said that, while action allowing a portion of

the bills in the System account to run off would not affect the exist-

Situation greatly, he felt the sale of bonds from the account if

13141'sued rapidly might produce panicky selling of Government securities

banks and other holders and for that reason would be undesirable.

lie said the Government securities market was being closely watched by

iill'estors and it would be very easy to create a precipitous selling

Qt securities.

Mr. Fraser expressed the opinion that the System should allow

bills in the System account to run off without replacement as an indi-

n of a view that the existing situation is abnormal and the System

W" "ting to stop the downward trend of money rates. He also said

he .—
"'lad like to see a moderate selling of long-term bonds from the

8Yetaln account since he did not anticipate that the consequences of
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" action would be as suggested by Mr. Davis, and that he thought

it would be a desirable thing if the current prices of Government

secUrities fell as much as two points. He added that the System's

tailllre to take any of the actions that are within its power to stop

the Present trend, is being interpreted as an indication that it favors

the continuation of existing abnormal money market conditions. In

resPonse to a question, Mr. Fraser agreed that the existence of a

14rgar amount of bills

Governor Davis

TreasurY several times

in the market would be a desirable thing.

stated that the System had suggested to the

that a larger amount of bills be issued and

that the members of the Council might make a similar recommendation.

Mr. Harding felt that a moderate run off of bills in the

SYst ll account would not affect the market to any considerable extent

44d that while the sale of bonds might result in a temporary selling

°t 1°73. -term bonds the banks would purchase the short-term securities

o1 d by the System which might result in a healthy readjustment between

short_
and long-term rates.

Mr. Crosby concurred in the views expressed by Mr. Fraser.

Mr. Evans said that in his opinion it was the responsibility

°I' the Systan to represent the interests of its member banks and to

Ilse its influence with the Treasury and other Government agencies to

134ce same sliht and gradually applied brake to the existing trend

towa
rd easier money rates which threatens the long range solvency of
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the member banks. He felt that if bills in the System account were al-

1°/ved to run off to some extent sach action would have little effect

Violad be interpreted as a protective action, that the solvency of

the banks was a very important factor in the situation, and that the

Pl'°131em should be considered by the System from that Point of view.

'uggested that precipitate action would be more harmful than no ac-

t
i1 blit that some slight change in the direction of the tendency would
be 

interpreted by the entire country as a warning and an attempt on the

P" of the System to Put a bottom on the current movement of rates. He

"(led in response to a question that Fold sterilization would be a wise

atelp and further that if the System does not have authority to effect

a elleral reversal of the Present trend of money rates it should meet

With
the other agencies of Government and as a representative of the

IllEtilber banks seek a means of taking the necessary action. He also ex-

l'essed the opinion that the purchase of foreign silver was an unwise

and, that the authority of the Government to issue ;-i3,000,000,000

rgr

81)°11sibility of the Board to take a definite position to protect those

llit"eats.

Mr. Steele doubted that action to reduce the System portfolio
woi.o.

have a bad effect but felt that it would be effective in prevent-
a
Durther rise and would constitute a warning which he felt would
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He said that, while a few banks might have difficulty

ir the Government securities market should decline somewhat, most banks

hacl slIfficient appreciation in their investment accounts to take care

Of a moderate reduction.

Mr. Dick said the market was very sensitive and that any ac-

" oy the System to reduce its holdings of securities would have an

errect on the market. He also said that there would be a drop in the

Pl'iees of Government securities, especially the longer ones, which

Irlight have a good effect in that it would require bankers to watch

their investments more closely. He referred to the large increase in

e13° sit s

he'd been

that any

the bank,

in his bank over the recent period and stated that these funds

invested to an increasing extent in Government securities,

recession in current prices would affect the portfolio of

but

eecurities of

er statement

the Board in cooperation

'relQ13111.f?; to a point where it was fraught with a great deal of danger.

Mr. Ball said that allowing short-term securities in the

that he did not think a drop in the price of long-term

a point or two would be at all serious.

that the problem should be

with the Treasury as

He made the

carefully considered by

the situation was de-

Yste-al account to ran off would not seriously affect money rates,

that
slIch action would affect quotations on long-term Governnent bonds,

that the existing rates were the result of conditions beyond the

of the Board. He added that as long as there was an unbalanced
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bildget and deficit financing he did not see how it would be possible

to tl'ing about anything other than easy money conditions and that if

the Board had taken action to create anything other than an easy money

eitUetion it was conceivable that Congress would have abolished it.

lie felt that the most encouraging development recently was the state-

Llent of the secretary of the Treasury with respect to revision of the

tax
-"Iva to permit private enterprise to function and that as long as

the
Government takes as taxes such a large proportion of the profits

(if business he did not see how private industry could function properly

caPaPetition with the Government. He added that if the Government

1'1°41d reduce its costs and adjust the tax laws, private industry would

oh and money rates would rise.

Mr. Loeb said that what he had in mind was not to turn the tide

b4ek but to prevent it rising further to a point where it could be

clestl'uctive. On the matter of timing, he said, it was his experience

both
-11 public and private affairs that the time for action never tap-

'peers to be completely appropriate and that if the System should wait

What appears to be the proper time for action no action would be

terI
tith respect to the effect of a reduction in the System account

°II the (-1-- -,,vernnent securities market he felt that the present situation

Would
have to be reversed some day and that it would be more comfortable

to
make the change by snail steps than by large ones.

Mr. Brown felt that in banking psychology plays a very important

, that many bankers were buying bonds because they thought prices
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Were going hip.her and that if they had any idea that the Government or

"Y agency thereof was not in favor of a continuation of the policy of

the lowest Possible money rates, they would either not buy bonds or

sell same of their present holdings and would operate with larger ex-

reserves. He said that the bills in the System account should be

s'llowed to run off to the extent of approximately 50% of maturities,

Et4d that the effect of that action on the minds of the bond dealers and

bIlaks would result in a check on the rise in bond prices which in his

°Pinion would be a desirable thing.

Mr. Smith expressed the thought that no harm whatever would

from allowing bills in the System account to run off, that such

should be taken, and that it would also be helpful to sell some

c)f the ion__
term securities in the account. He advanced the opinion

that 
if war should break out the resulting drop in quotations on Gov-

eat securities would break most of the banks in the United States.

°4 the other hand if action could be taken to reduce present prices

or G3vermment securities from two to four points it would not be harm-

to banks unless they had taken profits on securities and had re-

1".est ed at current levels.

Mr. Ransom stated that advice had been received by the Board

that
the subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency

4" favorably reported to the full committee the bill (S. 2150) in-

tl'°cIlleed by Senator Glass to amend Section 8 of the Clayton Act to
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"tend the time within which interlocking bank directorates which

were lawfully in existence at the time of the passage of the Banking

Ilet of 1935 would have to be terminated.

Mr. Ransom also said that the bill (S. 1886) to amend section

22(g) of the Federal Reserve Act to extend the time within which loans

to executive officers of member banks made prior to Tune 16, 1933,

eQtacl be renewed or extended, had passed the Senate and that the Bank-

and Currency Committee of the House of Representatives had au-

thorized the chairman of the Committee to report the bill out with

tw° changes which would (1) eliminate the provision for amortization

Elnd increase the period of extension from three to five years, and

(2) add
a section for the purpose of repealing paragraph 1 of subsection

(r) or Section 12B of the Federal Reserve Act which requires that State

bilnke with average deposits of 4;31,000,000 during the calendar year 1941

13in the Federal Reserve System in order to continue to have their de-

c)sita insured after July 1, 1942. Upon inquiry whether the Board

l'41111d. take any action with respect to the change last referred to, Mr.

4118°111 stated that the Board had not had an opportunity to consider

the tatter but that if the study which the Board had recommended be

til"e *was undertaken by Congress the matter could be considered at

that time.

Mr. Lichtenstein read a draft of statement which had been pre-

by the Council at its separate meeting with respect to the Mead
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Bill (S. 2343) relating to industrial loans, and President Smith said

that the statement was not in final form and that the Council would

like to have any suggestions that the members of the Board might have

t° make with respect thereto with the understanding that the Council

W°Uld meet again following this meeting for the purpose of considering

the statement further. The last paragraph of the draft of statement

c°4teined a request that a copy thereof be sent by the Board to the

Ellbcommittee of the Senate Committee on Banking and Currency which was

com
eidering the bill. During the ensuing discussion of the draft of

"atement and the general question of industrial loans it was stated

the information of the members of the Council that the Board of

e"rnors as such had not taken a position on the Mead Bill. At the

eohausion of the discussion the meeting adjourned.
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